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American Book Publishing Record
Shares recipes for bath preparations designed to reduce stress, promote sleep,
alleviate hangovers, and improve one's health

Wicca Herbal Magic
The book explains how to make your own incenses, oils, ointments, inks, tinctures,
herb baths, bath salts, brews, ritual soaps and powders.

Ritual Baths
“Voodoo Hoodoo” is the unique variety of Creole Voodoo found in New Orleans.
The Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook is a rich compendium of more than 300 authentic
Voodoo and Hoodoo recipes, rituals, and spells for love, justice, gambling luck,
prosperity, health, and success. Cultural psychologist and root worker Denise
Alvarado, who grew up in New Orleans, draws from a lifetime of recipes and spells
learned from family, friends, and local practitioners. She traces the history of the
African-based folk magic brought by slaves to New Orleans, and shows how it
evolved over time to include influences from Native American spirituality,
Catholicism, and Pentecostalism. She shares her research into folklore collections
and 19th- and 20th- century formularies along with her own magical arts. The
Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook includes more than 100 spells for Banishing, Binding,
Fertility, Luck, Protection, Money, and more. Alvarado introduces readers to the
Pantheon of Voodoo Spirits, the Seven African Powers, important Loas, Prayers,
Novenas, and Psalms, and much, much more, including:Oils and Potions: Attraction
Love Oil, Dream Potion, Gambler’s Luck Oil, Blessing OilHoodoo Powders and Gris
Gris: Algier’s Fast Luck Powder, Controlling Powder, Money Drawing
PowderTalismans and Candle MagicCurses and Hexes

Magick Potions
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A world list of books in the English language.

Equine Muscle Magic
Homemade Bath Bombs, Salts and Scrubs
Moon Bath a luxurious guide that invites readers to immerse themselves in the
healing powers of nature. This transformative book features 16 bath and shower
rituals aligned with the lunar cycles and the natural rhythms of the cosmos.
Organized by moon cycle—New Moon, Waxing Moon, Waning Moon, and Full
Moon—each ritual includes a bath recipe featuring healing natural ingredients. •
Includes affirmations and meditations • Journaling prompts promote reflection and
self-discovery. • Filled with lush, nature-inspired photography Brimming with
Ayurvedic wisdom and plant-based medicine, Moon Bath is a lovely companion for
modern mystics, wellness enthusiasts, and anyone who wants to wash away the
stresses of daily life. Bath recipes include ginger and baking soda for
detoxification, cacao and rose to cultivate love, eucalyptus and bentonite clay to
release negativity, and chamomile and lavender to connect to deep wisdom. • This
beautiful guide to bathing rituals and bath recipes makes it easy to incorporate
calming and enriching self-care practices into everyday life. • Perfect for women
who love self-care, meditation, yoga, crystals, and those interested in Ayurveda •
You'll love this book if you love books like Crystal Muse: Everyday Rituals to Tune
In to the Real You by Heather Askinosie and Timmi Jandro; The Spirit Almanac: A
Modern Guide to Ancient Self-Care by Emma Loewe and Lindsay Kellner; and Lunar
Abundance: Cultivating Joy, Peace, and Purpose Using the Phases of the Moon by
Ezzie Spencer.

Rosemary Gladstar's Herbal Recipes for Vibrant Health
Are you seeking more contentment in your daily life? Could you use more money
to improve home and hearth? Are you looking for ways to spice up your love life?
This gorgeously illustrated book will greatly enhance your every day with secrets,
spells, and witchy wisdom, passed down through many generations and collected
in one place for the first time by bestselling author Cerridwen Greenleaf. Filled with
recipes and rituals, The Book of Kitchen Witchery explores every aspect of â€œthe
good life,â€ from how to create an altar as your personal power center to which
herbs and plants have properties to heal and how to cook enchanting meals for all
occasions, along with green Wicca ways to grow your own Garden of Eden. The
kitchen of a witch is a thing to beholdâ€”a sacred space where good health,
abundance, luck, and love can be conjured. Cerridwen Greenleaf has gathered her
years of spellcraft in this vibrant volume containing everything you need to know
to increase your bliss quotient. She includes meditations, charms, folk wisdom, and
incantations along with instructive lore covering astrological aspects, phases of the
moon, candle color alchemy, and exactly which domestic goddesses to invoke. The
inspired ideas in this practical guide will empower you to create a happy home
filled with the best kind of magic.

Forthcoming Books
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For centuries, people have been using water rituals to rejuvenate the mind, body
and soul. Featuring 75 stunning photographs from 15 cultures, Spiritual Bathing by
Rosita Arvigo and Nadine Epstein explores this restorative and spiritual practice in
a historical context, and offers easy recipes for creating these luxurious rituals in
your own home.

The Well-Rested Woman
Promote vibrant health and radiant beauty, soothe everyday ailments, and ease
persistent stress with these simple, natural cures for everything from dry skin and
infant colic to cold symptoms and insomnia. Renowned herbalist Rosemary
Gladstar provides 175 proven therapies and herbal remedies that are easy to
prepare and safe enough for children. Offering a potent and effective alternative to
commercial pharmaceuticals, Gladstar will inspire you to nurture yourself and
those you love with nature’s healing herbs.

Complete Book of Baths
The first entry in Llewellyn's exciting new Elements of Witchcraft series, Water
Magic reveals the amazing possibilities of using water in your modern practice.
Once you learn to access the enormous depths of this life-giving and powerful
element, it will enhance your magic and help you grow into a better version of
yourself. Cleansing and strong, the power of water is all around you and in you.
Lilith Dorsey presents many ways to incorporate water into your magic, from
washes and baths to spells and rituals. Discover how to use the symbols of water in
your magical workings. Learn the histories and wisdom of rivers, lakes, and oceans,
as well as water's relationship to the wheel of the year. Explore water and its
manifestations in mythology and lore and meet the gods and goddesses who rule
over the element.

Healing Magic, 10th Anniversary Edition
To do what no other magazine does: Deliver simple, delicious food, plus expert
health and lifestyle information, that's exclusively vegetarian but wrapped in a
fresh, stylish mainstream package that's inviting to all. Because while vegetarians
are a great, vital, passionate niche, their healthy way of eating and the earthfriendly values it inspires appeals to an increasingly large group of Americans. VT's
goal: To embrace both.

New Age Journal
Many books discuss the aromatic power of essential oils, but The Healing Bath is
the first to focus on using essential oils to cleanse, clear, and heal the energy field
surrounding the physical body. If this energy field is damaged, the body's vitality,
strength, and overall health and well-being is jeopardized. When energy fields in
the subtle bodies are strengthened and energized, deep healing in the physical
body is accelerated. This book describes essential oil therapy that can be used with
conventional allopathic, herbal, and other healing methods. The author has been
refining her essential oil techniques for ten years, and she draws on experiences
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from her personal practice to describe the method. Provides bath formulas for a
wide range of physical and emotional ailments, including asthma, depression,
substance abuse, headaches, sleep disorders, food intolerance, allergies, bladder
and urinary tract problems, and hyperactivity. A special section discusses the use
of essential oils to heal infants and children.

Intuitive Witchcraft
Blackthorn's Botanical Magic
A practical resource for women explains how sleep problems arise and how to
overcome them using specific foods, supplements, exercise, and stress-reducing
routines. Original.

Water Magic
The Witch’s Herbal Apothecary is a magickal book of recipes, rituals, and materia
medica for reconnecting with the power and healing of Earth Magick. Author
Marysia Miernowska is the Director of one of California’s most renowned herbal
schools and named one of the “top 15 witches on Instagram”
(@marysia_miernowska) by Huffington Post. Mother Earth is a living entity that
holds great medicine to heal us physically and spiritually. However, in today's
modern world, too many of us are separated from this source of nourishment. With
the wheel of the year as a framework, you'll begin to understand the currents of
nature and how to weave yourself back into this great web of life. Using the plants,
seasons, and cycles as your tools, you will be able to tap into the potent Earth
Magick of life, death, renewal, and rebirth. In harmony with the seasons, You will
learn how to: Grow medicine Harvest from the wild or home garden Process plants
Make remedies Each season opens a portal of magick that allows you to harvest
the literal and spiritual gifts the Earth is offering at that time. The Witch's Herbal
Apothecary will awaken the Witch inherent in every wild soul and guide her into an
empowered relationship of healing and magick with the natural world.

Sexy Witch
The first entry in Llewellyn's exciting new Elements of Witchcraft series, Water
Magic reveals the amazing possibilities of using water in your modern practice.
Once you learn to access the enormous depths of this life-giving and powerful
element, it will enhance your magic and help you grow into a better version of
yourself. Cleansing and strong, the power of water is all around you and in you.
Lilith Dorsey presents many ways to incorporate water into your magic, from
washes and baths to spells and rituals. Discover how to use the symbols of water in
your magical workings. Learn the histories and wisdom of rivers, lakes, and oceans,
as well as water's relationship to the wheel of the year. Explore water and its
manifestations in mythology and lore and meet the gods and goddesses who rule
over the element.

Vegetarian Times
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Follow Your Heart and Spirit as You Build Your Witchcraft and Intuition Skills
Together Featuring extensive exercises, examples, and rituals, this amazing book
reveals how to embrace the wisdom of your inner voice as you explore the endless
possibilities of witchcraft. With Astrea Taylor's guidance, you can unlock your
intuitive magical potential and celebrate the truth of who you are. Intuitive
Witchcraft also offers insights from some of the best writers, thinkers, and leaders
in their fields, helping you become your most empowered self. Discover how to
work with energy, interact with deities and spirits, and create a personal practice
that fits your beliefs and lifestyles. Learn to face your shadow side, make the
mundane magical, use divination tools, and much more. Whether you're a
beginner or advanced practitioner, this incredible book illuminates the path to
manifesting your greatest desires in an intuitive way.

Spiritual Bathing
In this gorgeous, full-color illustrated guide, “fashion’s favorite healer” (Vogue)
teaches you how to use baths to relieve stress and depression and soothe common
aches and pains. Ritual Baths shows you how to use common crystals, herbs, and
flowers in your bathtub to achieve inner peace and spiritual wellness. A blend of
ancient traditions and contemporary self-care methods, this indispensable
handbook, packed with more than 250 color photographs, provides helpful advice
and sixty bath recipes, organized by aura color, including: Awareness Wolf Bath
Empath Bath Hope Bath I am Nature Bath Be My Own Healer Bath Love of My Life
Bath Ally Bath Healthy Boundaries Bath Warrior Bath Find My Purpose Bath My Gut
Bath Confidence Bath Deborah Hanekamp leaves no crystal unturned and no
restorative plant unused. She teaches you about auras, touches on phases of the
moon, explains crystal and herbal magic, and provides an encyclopedia of
ingredients that addresses each element’s healing properties. We all want to
achieve wellness and live our best lives. Ideal for anyone interested in natural
healing and alternative medicine, as well as everyone looking to integrate beautiful
and accessible self-care practices into their daily routine, Ritual Baths shows you
how to create your own medicine and transform your bathroom into a unique
healing space.

Water Magic
Get your baby off to a great start with gentle and safe homemade lotions, powders,
creams, and shampoos. In this informative guide to natural baby care, Colleen
Dodt offers easy-to-follow aromatic recipes that make creative use of herbs and
essential oils while avoiding harsh chemicals. With simple homeopathic remedies
for a variety of ailments, Dodt provides plenty of suggestions for ensuring glowing
health and creating a relaxing atmosphere that can enhance the magical bond
between you and your baby.

Hoodoo Spiritual Baths
Moon Bath
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The Cumulative Book Index
Who wouldn't want to live in a world with a little more bliss? In today's world,
technology has changed the way we experience our lives. In Blissful Living, Ashlina
Kaposta shares insightful advice for the modern woman who desires to have it all;
financial abundance, radiant health and passionate love. Using the principles of
Feng-Shui and other decorating secrets, you will learn how to turn your house into
a sanctuary that sets you up for success in all areas of your life. Most importantly
mind, body and soul.

Today's Black Woman
★★★ Buy the Paperback version of this book and get the Kindle version for FREE
★★★ Are you fascinated about the real use of Wiccan Herbal Magic and Essential
Oils? Do you want to learn more about the properties and alternative ways of using
herbs and plants of all kinds? Without a doubt, herbal magic is one of the most
empowering and holistically rewarding ways to practice witchcraft and honor the
values of the Wiccan faith. When we nurture plants to grow from seed, we see the
magical interplay of the four elements in action--the earth provides security and
nourishment, while water softens the earth to make it receptive and fertile; the fire
of the sun gives the seed energy to manifest and grow, while the energy of air
serves to spread seed and continue the cycle of life, death, and rebirth. Nature is
magic in action. My goal is to help you tap into that magical energy, become one
with the natural universe, and heal yourself--and others--in the process. By
harvesting, preserving, and repurposing plants in our recipes, potions, and magical
rituals, we can live in harmony with the cycles of nature, drawing inspiration and
fulfillment from the natural world and paying that positivity forward in a concrete,
tangible manner. Still, diving into the world of herbal magic can feel overwhelming
at times. There are so many plant species to learn about, so many magical and
medicinal properties and correspondences to memorize, and countless ways to get
involved. This book is written for the Wiccan who is familiar with the faith and basic
theories of witchcraft but is still a complete novice to herbology. Even if you are a
complete beginner and do not know where to begin, this book will serve as a guide
on your path to improve your life through the power of the plants. I'll cover every
angle so that you can decide what branch of herbal magic is best suited to your
lifestyle--gardening, apothecary work, healing magic, and kitchen witchery--and
provide fool-proof guidelines to get you started on your journey! Within these
pages, you will find: A comprehensive glossary of herbs, flowers, oils, and other
natural ingredients used in witchcraft, natural healing, and Wiccan magic! Tips and
tricks for growing magical ingredients in your own backyard or indoors! Advice on
garden maintenance--how to weed, dead-head, zone, and fertilize your plants to
maximize their growth potential! A guide to planting and harvesting with the Wheel
of the Year! Recommendations for herbal healers to treat themselves and others!
Recipes and step-by-step guides for you to craft your own magical bath oils,
candles, teas, lotions, and perfumes! Potions and spells to help you practice with
incorporating herbs and plants into spellcasting! Recommendations for dealing
with nature spirits and elementals! Loads of correspondence charts to help you
design and craft your own original spells and rituals! And more By the end of this
guide, you'll have a solid foundation from which to build your own practice of
working with Magical Herbs. Even if you have never grown even a parsley plant, by
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following the advice in this book, you can begin your journey to discover the magic
world of herbs. What are you waiting for?! Scroll up and click the BUY NOW
BUTTON! ★★★ Buy the Paperback version of this book and get the Kindle version
for FREE ★★★

The Book of Kitchen Witchery
“From Wiccan author Arin Murphy-Hiscock comes this fantastic guide to spiritual
self-care with a witchy bent. The Witch’s Guide to Self-Care contains recipes for
products and spells for self-restoration.” —Bustle Worship yourself the witchy
way—learn how to nourish your body and spirit with herbal remedies, spells, and
rituals inspired by witchcraft in this unique, enchanted guide to self-care! Self-care
is a necessity for any modern woman, and this book helps you prioritize #1 with a
little help from the magic of witchcraft. The Witch’s Book of Self-Care has advice
for pampering your body, mind, and spirit with spells, meditations, mantras, and
powerful activities to help you to keep healthy, soothe stress, relinquish sadness,
channel joy, and embrace your strength. This book features such magical self-care
remedies: -A Ritual to Release Guilt: Learn to burn whatever causes you pain and
process painful memories or work through heavy emotions in this therapeutic
ritual. -Green Space Meditation: Learn how to reconnect with the healing energies
of nature, even in the middle of a bustling city, as part of a series of meditations
based on the elements and your senses. -DIY Body Butter: Create your own custom
soothing and smoothing body butter, powered by crystal and essential oils suited
to your intention, and sanctified by a ritual. And much more! The Witch’s Book of
Self-Care shows you how easy it is to connect to the earth, harness your personal
power, and add a little magic to your everyday life for a better you!

Water Witchcraft
Filled with stories, songs, rituals, recipes, meditations, and trance journeys that
outline more than 100 ways to practice the art of magical healing, this guidebook
to conscious living by renowned herbalist Robin Rose Bennett makes it easy to
follow the path to physical and spiritual health. In the tradition of natural
witchcraft, Healing Magic, 10th Anniversary Edition presents step-by-step
instructions for conducting earth-centered rituals, preparing herbal remedies, and
casting spells to enchant and heal as well as advice on cooking everyday meals
incorporating health-enhancing herbs and home remedies. • Find out how to
reconnect with the earth and draw on its energy • Interact with the power of the
seven chakras of the body • Build an altar • Make use of moon magic and women's
wisdom • Prepare herbal infusions and baths • Work with the medicine wheel •
Cast spells for love and wealth No matter what your beliefs, this guidebook will
open your heart and mind to everyday magic and the joys of living in tune with the
energies of nature. Table of Contents Foreword by Susun S. Weed, author of the
Wise Woman Herbal series Introduction 1. Reconnecting with the Earth 2. Engaging
Mystery 3. Moon Magic and Women's Wisdom 4. Herbal Magic 5. The Medicine
Wheel of Magic 6. Spells 7. Rituals Epilogue: A Final Story Afterword

The Healing Bath
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Water Magic
Equine Muscle Magic was designed for every horse owner in a user friendly, stepby-step fashion so that you can make profound changes in your horse's health and
performance through massage. At the same time, you will build a multi-level
connection in your human/horse relationship, deeper than can be imagined. Learn
how to clear your mind, perform stretches for horse and rider success, and master
the mechanics of a successful equine massage. A 10-minute massage will get you
started. Then understand the importance of building a "Body Map," and finally be
able to perform a one-hour, full-body massage for your specific equine discipline.

Llewellyn's Complete Formulary of Magical Oils
Here is the first contemporary guide to the transformative powers of essential oils
for use in spellcraft and the cultivation of ritual power. From rose-scented rosaries
to the lingering aroma of frankincense, and the cleansing energy of white sage,
Amy Blackthorn— the woman behind Blackthorn Hoodoo Blends —will take you on
a journey beyond the soothing, healing power of scents into their hidden realms
and their use in prayer, meditation, and shamanic journeying. One of the very first
of its kind, this book includes: The rich history and lore of scent-related magic Over
135 essential oil recipes and craft projects An explanation of how magical
aromatherapy can enhance divination with tarot and runes Practical information
regarding the purchasing, blending, and storing of essential oil

Vegetarian Times
A reference book that provides advice on commonly experienced, modern-day
fatigue describes more than one thousand proven methods to increase energy and
eliminate stress, including power naps, nutrition, massage, aromatherapy, and
much more. Reprint.

The Witch's Herbal Apothecary
SOOTHE STRESS, HEAL THE BODY AND SMELL FANTASTIC WITH LUXURIOUS
HOMEMADE BATH PRODUCTS A revitalizing bath will transform your day, mood and
health like nothing else. Homemade Bath Bombs, Salts & Scrubs offers 300 easy,
fun, DIY recipes. These personalized creations utilize fragrant petals, powerful
essential oils and exotic ingredients like: • SAGE • ROSE • LAVENDER •
SANDALWOOD • PATCHOULI • PEPPERMINT • FRENCH GREEN CLAY • JASMINE •
KUKUI NUT • BERGAMOT • NEROLI • HIMALAYAN SEA SALT Made of all-natural
ingredients, these bath additions elevate your soak and help to relieve everyday
ailments, including: • Allergies • Common Cold • Stress • Acne • Dry Skin •
Sunburn

The Witch's Book of Self-Care
MAGICK POTIONS How to Prepare and Use Homemade Oils, Aphrodisiacs, Brews,
and Much More Wiccan expert Gerina Dunwich reveals the secrets, history, and art
of potioncraft. Today’s modern witch will find magick, legend, and lore, and step-byPage 8/12
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step instructions on how to prepare and use potions, teas, infusions, philtres, and
oils for nearly every purpose imaginable. Illustrated throughout, this indispensable
resource compiles the magickal methods, beliefs, and ethics of contemporary
witches and completely addresses their magickal needs. Whether you seek a
magick potion for love, riches, healing, divination, exorcism, Tarot work, or
enchantment, you will find it, and more, in these pages. If your faith is strong and
your magick true, successful results are guaranteed.

Magical Herbal Baths of Santeria
With three Military Crosses, three Croix de guerre, a Légion d'honneur and a papal
knighthood for his heroics during the Second World War, Sir Tommy Macpherson is
the most decorated living soldier of the British Army. Yet for 65 years the
Highlander's story has remained untold. Few know how, aged 21, he persuaded
23,000 SS soldiers of the feared Das Reich tank column to surrender, or how
Tommy almost single-handedly stopped Tito's Yugoslavia annexing the whole of
north-east Italy. Twice captured, he escaped both times, marching through
hundreds of miles of German-held territory to get home. Still a schoolboy when war
broke out, Tommy quickly matured into a legendary commando, and his
remarkable story features a dizzyingly diverse cast of characters, including
Winston Churchill, Field Marshal Montgomery and Charles de Gaulle.

The Complete Book of Incense, Oils & Brews
Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook
An accessible in-depth guide to Celtic water lore, including spells, rituals, water
spirits, and merfolk Let Annwyn Avalon, a practicing water witch herself, take you
into the world of water magic. The water magic and lore in this book focuses on the
Celtic tradition, but draws on other water magic traditions as well, and features
rainwater, as well as lakes, rivers, oceans, canals, swamps, and other watery
locations, together with the folk and magical customs that have been and are still
practiced at these places. The book teaches the reader how to set up a water altar
at home, how to connect with water spirits, and how to gather or create water
witch tools. Readers are encouraged to visit local water sites but will also find an
abundance of material to perform at home. Included are practical examples,
visualizations, and exercises so any reader can start to take up spell work and
establish their spiritual connection to water.

Behind Enemy Lines
Employing a unique blend of feminism and magick, this refreshing guide to female
self-empowerment helps women acknowledge the beauty, strength, and sexiness
within themselves. Utterly honest and captivating, LaSara FireFox banishes the
damaging misconceptions and shame often associated with female sexuality and
sheds light on what it truly means to be a “Sexy Witch.” Each of the seven lessonscovering issues of body image, menstruation, genital exploration, self-acceptance,
mentors, and gender-include fun facts, illuminating quotes, and exercises for
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nurturing the body and spirit. The second half of the book is devoted to rituals-to
be practiced alone or with others-that celebrate one's power as a woman, a sexual
being, and a Witch. ”LaSara Firefox is a dazzling inspiration and firestarter to
everyone who encounters her.” - Susie Bright, author of Full Exposure “LaSara
Firefox is a genius! You couldn't ask for a better guide to take you on this
emboldening adventure. Accessible and engaging whether or not you consider
yourself a 'witch,' Sexy Witch is a fabulous book full of serious fun.” - Ariel Gore,
author of The Hip Mama Survival Guide Second-generation Witch and ordained
Priestess, LaSara FireFox (California) has been writing about sexuality and
spirituality for over a decade. She was a columnist for NewWitch magazine and has
appeared on Playboy TV's Sexcetera and Canada's SexTV. FireFox is also a
graduate of the acclaimed San Francisco Sex Information human sexuality
intensive.

Natural BabyCare
Hoodoo is an eclectic blend of African traditions, Native American herbalism, JudeoChristian ritual, and magical healing. Tracing Hoodoo's magical roots back to West
Africa, Stephanie Rose Bird provides a fascinating history of this nature-based
healing tradition and gives practical advice for applying Hoodoo magic to everyday
life.

Blissful Living
Sticks, Stones, Roots & Bones
Energy Forever
Beings
Step into the fantastically fragrant world of magical oils and discover a new,
invigorating way to delight your senses, uplift your spirits, improve your health,
and enjoy total relaxation. Whether your intention is magical or medicinal,
specially blended essential oils can enrich your life with their mystical, energizing,
and transformative power. Within this one-of-a-kind portable apothecary, you’ll
learn to select and mix 67 essential oils for a myriad of magical, medicinal, and
spiritual applications. Spanning every purpose from inner calm and romance to
healing and energy work to prayer and spellcraft, all 1,200 recipes are arranged
alphabetically to make it easy to find precisely what you need. Step by step,
Celeste Rayne Heldstab also shows how to create your own blends for spells,
rituals, and remedies. Amp up their potency with correspondences for the
elements, day of the week, time of day, Moon phase, astrological sign, herbs, and
gemstones. —Protection for house & home —Love & passion —Career & finances
—Dreamwork & meditation —Beauty & skin care —Fatigue, headaches, & other
common ailments Praise: “Celeste skillfully demystifies the process of using and
blending oils by providing lucid, detailed, and easy-to-read instructions while
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emphasizing the magical power inherent in plants.”—Judika Illes, author of The
Encyclopedia of 5,000 Spells
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